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Feedback control of weld penetration baseil on a front-face sensor is a challenging problem in the fiekl of welding. A nouel uision-b
approach is propoied tn ihts paper for fi4ll penetration control of the gas tingiten arc welding"lCf iWl. Owing to the relatior
between the front-face weld geometry and back-face weld width (representation of the full penetration state), which has been rept
earlier by the present,authors, it is possible to use the front-face geometry as feedback of full penetration. Based on the ilyn
modelling and the analysis of accepted adaptiue control algorithms, an adaptiue predictiue deioupling controller is deueloped. Sin
tions and experiments under a oariety of welding conditions harsebeen conducted to aerifu the effectiuenessof the proposed appr
and controller.
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also used as front-face weld width. in
short,the weld width
back-faceweld width
parametersof dynamicmodel
parametersof real-timemodel
parametersof /,
sub-delayof dynamicmodel
front-faceaverageweld depressiondepth,
in short,depression
weldingcurrent
generalized
control variables
discretetime
parameters of straight-line approximation of c,
arc length
threesegmentsof medialaxis
sample size in straight-line fitting for
featurepoints extraction
sub-orderof dynamicmodel
resolutionsof imagesensor
samplingperiod
torch velocity
coordinatesof medialaxis
arc centrelocation
locationof rear boundaryof weld pool
locationof widestpart of weld pool
laserstripelocation
medialaxisextractionerror
electrodetip angle
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Researchers have conducted studies to find feasible
approaches to the control of weld penetration, for either
full penetration or partial penetration instances, utilizing front-face sensors.Much research has been based
on the concept of using weld pool motion for pool
geometry sensing (l-7).However, Hardt (5) and Sorensen (4) have shown that it is not practical to detect the
pool shape in partial penetration, using the concept of
pool oscillation through analysis and experiments. Also,
it was demonstrated by Tam and Hardt (6) that, in the
case of full penetration, the unique identification of the
pool shape is unreliable if no other correlating data are
available. The reflection ultrasound method was utilized
to measure the size of the stationary weld pool by
Hardt andKatz (8). Similarly, ultrasonic measurements
of the weld pool were performed at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (9-12) and Brunel University
(13). In a recent report, an effort to discriminate among
different geometries of welds was presented (12).
However, a more realistic non-contacting sensor-based
system was under investigation (f2). Studies have also
been conducted in infrared sensing of welds (14, 15).
Recently, Chen and Chin utilized an infrared sensing
technique to measure the welding temperature distribution (15). Relationships were obtained between the bead
width as well as the depth of joint penetration with
respect to the characteristics of the temperature profiles.
However, although varying current was used to
produce the variation in penetration, all other experimental parameters were held constant. It seems that
variable experimental parameters should be addressed.
In the United Kingdom, Liverpool University and
Nuclear Electric plc have made contributions to this
important problem.
The authors observed that a skilled human welder
can obtain adequate information on the full penetration
state by viewing the weld pool rear and the adjacent
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Vision-based control of full penetration

solidifiedweld behind the pool. If the experienceof the
skilled human welder can be extracted,information on
ihe full-penetrationstatecan probably be obtainedutilizing a machinevision approach.However,at present,
,.nritg the three-dimeniionalgeometry of the pool
control
s.rtfucJmay be difficult. Thus, a full-penetra_ti-o1
the
behind
weld
adjacent
strategybasedon sensingthe
GTAW.
for
the
pool
is presented
'
Th. proposedcontrol principle is shown in Fig' 1'
The weld penetrationfeedbackis obtained through a
unit-and threegeometrichodel, an image processing.
three-dimensional
The
senior.
Eimensional vision
sensoracquiresthe imagesof the adjacent.weldmenunit processes
tioned above,and the image-processing
paramthe imagesto calculatethe front-facegeometricdescribes
which
etersofihe weld.The geometricmodel,
the relationship betGen the back-face weld width
(which representsthe full penetration state) and the
iront-face geometric parameters of the weld (16, l7),
then producesthe final weld penetrationfeedbackusing
the measuredfront-facegeometricalparameters.Thus,
thesefront-facegeometricalparameters,the front-face
weld width b and averageweld depressiondepth h (see
Fig. 2), must be measuredas the feedbackand controlled.
2 FEEDBACKMEASUREMENT
2.1 Sensingsystem
The principle of the three-dimensionalvision sensing
systemis sirownschematicallyin Fig. 3._In this sensing
system,the structured-lightplaneis producedby means
of a cylindrical lens.wfien this light plane is projected
onto ihe adjacentweld behind the pool, a laser stripe
forms. This laser stripe is perpendicularto the weld
path. It can be seenthat the laserstripe is the interseciion of the weld zone and the light plane. Thus, the
shapeinformation of the cross-sectionof the weld has

Fig.2

Cross-section of a full-penetration weld
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Fig.3

Structured-light three-dimensional
principle

vision-sensing

beenincludedin this laserstripe which can be acquired
on the xy image
by processingthe weld-stripel1nagepiun.. (On tfiis plane, the x-axis and the y-axis correspond io the trinsverse and vertical directions of the
weldment, respectively.)The technical data of this
(18)'
sensorcan be found in reference
In order to depressthe imagenoisecausedby the arc
light and the radiation from the hot metal, a narrowbind filter is employed. The weld-stripe image is
acquired by the camera and is then convertedinto a
aigituf grey-scalematrix by meansof a real-timeframe
grabber.
"
Althoogh the narrow-bandoptical filter can eliminate
most .ttrigy of the arc light and the hot radiation,
seriousnoiil will still be causedby the arc light and the
hot radiation if the stripe is too close to the pool.
Ho*rn.r, the distancebetweenthe rear boundaryof the
pool and the laser stripe 9ann91be too large owing to
the problem of controf delay.The distancebetweenthe
elecirodeand the laser stripe was chosento be 20 mm
(about 5 mm behind the pool boundary)' The
iesolutionsof this sensorare pixel":0.05 mm along
the x-axis and pixelr: 0'0436 mm along the y-axis'
respectively.
2,2 Real-timeprocessingof weld-stripeimages
Figure 4 showsa typical weld-stripeimage'.In general'
It J ioffo*ing five stepsare requiredto acquirethe weld
@ IMechE 1993
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Fig. 4 Typical weld-stripeimage

\-

geometric parameters from the weld-stripe images:
(a) image filtering or noise suppression;
(b) a grey-level to binary image conversion;
(c) medial axis of the laser stripe extraction, that is laser
stripe thinning;
(d) feature points of the medial axis recognition;
(e) weld geometric parameters computation based on
the medial axis and the feature points.
The above procedures are time consuming. For the sake
of real-time control of GTAW, a processing time of less
than 0.25 s is required. Thus, an image-processingtechnique is proposed based on the image characteristics
following
(a) adaptive dynamic medial axis extraction;
(b) unbiased feature points recognition;
(c) weld geometric parameters computation.

\,

v

The medial axis extraction is discussedfirst.
To solve the conflict between the computational
speed and the window size, a dynamic thinning procedure (DTP) is proposed based on the assumption that
the laser stripe is continuous. The essenceof this procedure is to begin the search along the y-axis for the
maximum grey-scalepoint from an initial point which is
close to the maximum grey-scale point. The set of
points along the x-axis originating from this maximum
scale point is selectedto be the medial axis of the laser
stripe. According to the assumption on the continuity,
the vertical coordinate of this initial point can be
assumed to be the vertical coordinate of the neighbouring maximum grey-scale point, which is readily available. Thus, if the assumption on the continuity of the
laser stripe is true, no more maximum grey-scalepoints
are located along the y-axis over a large range except
the first one found in each frame image. The computational time will be significantly reduced.
When the laser stripe is continuous, the aforementioned DTP always functions properly. However,
during actual welding, the continuity of the laser stripe
cannot be guaranteed. In this case, the DTP will not
work properly. In order to overcome the influence of
the discontinuity on the thinning, a modified dynamic
thinning algorithm, namely the adaptive dynamic thinning algorithm (ADTA), is proposed.
The adaptive dynamic thinning algorithm first determines if {x, y6(x)} (which is selectedby the DTP) is on
the laser stripe. If y$(x) is regarded to be on the laser
stripe, {r, y6(r)} is accepted as a point of the laser
stripe, and is denoted by {r, yo(r)}. Otherwise, the
search for {x, yo(x)} is extended to a larger range along
the y-axis.
Experiments reveal the ADTA to be robust to the
various disturbances encountered during actual
welding. Examinations show that the computational
time is guaranteed to be less than 80 ms on the experimental set-up.
@ IMechE 1993

The medial axis consists of three segments: two
straight lines and a curve. The curve corresponds to the
weld depression and the two straight lines correspond
to the sides of the weldment. These three segments are
divided by two points {o, yr(o)} and {b, yo(b)} (see Fig.
5), called the feature points of the medial axis. In order
to compute the weld geometric parameters accurately,
the feature points must be recognized unbiasedly.
However, owing to the disturbances from the arc light
and the radiation of weldpool, it is very diffrcult to
obtain an ideal medial axis. Furthermore, in many cases,
the feature points may not be apparent, since the degree
of the weld depressionis small.
Assume a medial axis as shown in Fig. 5. The intention is to determine the horizontal coordinates of the
feature points {o, yo@)} and {b, yo(b)},(that is a and b).
In the following discussion, only a is considered, since b
can be recognized in the same manner.
Suppose the equation of the straight line on the lefthand side of c is
!o:ko+ktx*r,

(1)

x<a

The curve on the right-hand side of a in the vicinity of a
can be approximated by a linear equation:
/o:do+drx*t,

(2)

x>a

where e" - N(0, o2) is the Gaussian white noise representing the error of the medial axis extraction.
Suppose ri is the horizontal coordinate of a point on
the medial axis on the left-hand side of a (d 4 a). We
estimate (ko, kr) and (do, dr) by the least-squares
method based on the point sets {d - j, yo(d- j)}(j : l,
2 , . . . , M ) a n d { @ + j , y o ( A+ j ) X j : 1 , 2 , . . . , M ) , r e s p e c tively. The corresponding least-squares estimates are
denoted by {to1a7,tr@)}r and {do@),tr@)}'.
According to the maximum principle of the slope difference(19), the following d is an unbiased estimate of a:

a:

max

{ir@)- nr@)}

(3)

he(a-M,a+M)

Thus, an unbiased recognition algorithm for feature
points can be obtained.The resulting algorithm costs
about 12 ms. The identifiedfeaturepoints of the typical
imagein Fig. 4 areillustratedin Fig. 6.
The threeparts of the medial axis are then fitted to a
linear, a quadratic, and a linear model utilizing the
progressingfrom left
method,respectively,
least-squares
to right on the image.Supposethe resultingmodelsare
/r(x)(x ( c), cr(x, x2)(a< x < b) and /.(x)(x > b), respectively. The point intersectedby It and c, is (a*, yf); the
intersectionpoint of c2 and /r is (b*, yj). Denote the
(a*,yf) and (b*,yI) as 12.Then
straightline connecting
we can employ the following equationsto computethe

Fig. 5

Medial axis and its feature points
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6.Mz:t#
where T is the sampling period and Z is the torch
velocity.Thus,the following model can be obtained:
( lrtt'l: f[i(k - M| - dt),..., i(k - dt),
I
( k - M , - d r ) ,. . . , l ( k - d t ) l
|
I

:
M 2 - d r ) , . . . , i ( k -d r ) ,
lattl f2li(k...,1(k- dr)f
trk- M, - itr,),
L

image
of tYPical
Fig.6 Processing
weld geometricparametersof interest:
weld width : b* - atr

(4)

lb* | (t, c)dx
Ja*averagedepressiondepth _
([*

(5)

a*)

Experimentshave shown that the image-processing
algorithm proposedin this sectionalwaysfunctionswell
duling actual welding. The total time for the image
sampling,the imageprocessingand the weld geometric
computition is less than 200 ms on the experimental
set-up.Thus,it is regardedas a real-timealgorithm.
3 MODELLING
For robotic welding,the torch speedis preprogrammed.
The weldingcurrent and arc length can be more conveniently adjustedon-line.Thus,the weldingcurrent i and
arc length I arc selected to adjust the front-face
geometry in our closed-loopcontrol system to overIo-r th-einfluence of the variations in welding conditions,with a constantpredeterminedtorch speed.
Supposethe view shown in Fig. 7 is obtainedat the
kth simpling instant.At this instant,the laserstripe lies
at zr. Define
1. The weld width and depressionat zrby b(k) and h(k),
respectively
2. Tha welding current and arc length at this instant,
correspondingto the arc positionedat zo, by i(k) and
I(k)
^

r

zt-zl

5.at:T

I

wherefi andfrare functionaldenotation.
It can be seenthat d, and d, basicallycorrespondto
the delays of depressionand weld width to the arc,
respectively.Similarly, M, and M, essentiallycorrespond to the effect intervals of arc on the depression
and the weld width, respectively.Becauseboth the arc
length and welding current are implied by the arc, the
deliy causedby the arc length will, in general,be distinci from the delayowing to the weldingcurrent.Similarly, the effect intervals of arc length and of welding
curient are also different. Thus, we define drt as the
delayof h to i, dn as the delayof h to I, dzt as the delay
of b to i, dzz as the delay of b to l, Mn as the effect
interval of i to h, M n as the effectinterval of I to h, M zt
as the effectinterval of i to b, Mzz as the effectinterval
of I to b. Using thesedefinitions,the followingequations
can be generated:
: fLli(k- M r,.- dn), ..., i(k - dn),
lrtol
t t k- M r r - d r r ) , . . . , l ( k- d t t ) f
I
t
,fol : f2li(k- Mr, - drr), ..., i(k - drt),
I
(7)
ttk-Mrr-drr),...,l(k-drr)f
L
:
l, 2) are the
In equation(7), M,, and d,i(i: l, 2; i
sub-orderand the sirb-delayof the system,respectively.
Since the distancesfrom z, to zs and z, to zo are
affectedby the weldpool size,d,, and Mtt are inflenced
by the weldpool sizeas well. This producesuncertainty
in the order and delayof the model.
It is well known that the weld width varies linearly
with the welding current. Also, a linear model can be
employedto describethe relationshipbetweenthe backface width and the welding current for full penetration
GTAW (20,21).Thus, a linear relationshipbetweenthe
depressionand the welding current can be assumed
beiauseof the linear relationshipbetweenthe back-face
width bo and the depressionh (16).Regardingth9 effect
of the arc length on weld parameters,linear relationThus,the
by our experiments.
shipshavebeensuggested
(MA) model is considered:
foliowing moving-average

Mrz

zz-zl

+ I b:2u)l(k- i - d") + et(k)
j=1
Mzr

Weld pool

b(k) : bzo*
Mzz

Welding direction

LaserstriPe
Fig. 7

t

h(k): bro * Lb"(i)i(k - j - drr)
j=r

).dz:T

Weld path

(6)

Mtt

L ^ - L 1

4.Mt:T
,

\

Top-view of weld Pool region
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|.,brt(i)i(k

- j - drr)

j=t

+ Ib22(il1(k-i -dr)+tr(k)
j=r

(8)

where er(k) and ez(k) ate independent -white-noise
sequettrei. f\otr thai from.the standpoint of decreasing
@ IMechE 1993
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the number of parametersfor on-line estimation in
adaptivecontrol, a model with an autoregressionterm
is preferred(22). However,it has been found that the
sigk-step-aheadaccuracyof ARMA modelsdecreases
nificantly with k. In the range of interestfor our long
rangepredictivecontrol, the accuraciesassociatedwith
the aboveMA modelsare much betterthan the ARMA
models.Thus MA modelsare selected.
Experimentsunder six typical weldingconditionsare
considered.For each piece of experimental data, an
individual mathematicalmodel can be obtained.For all
the experimentaldata,a generalmodel can be acquired
to describethe generalcharacteristicsof the process.
From this generalmodel, the control algorithm will be
designed.From the six individual models the performanceof the designedalgorithm,in overcomingthe
practical disturbances,will be investigated through
simulation.The details of thesetypical conditions can
be seenin reference(17).
All the weldmentsare type 321 austeniticstrainless
steel(18Cr 9Ni Ti) and have dimensionof 100mm in
width, 250 mm in length, and 3 mm in thickness.The
electrodeis 2 percentthoriated tungsten3 mm in diameter. The torch velocity is 2 mmls, and the sampling
periodis 0.5 s. High purity argongasis employedas the
shieldinggas. Details of the experimentshave already
(17).
beendiscussed
method and the F-test (a :0.05)
The least-squares
are employedto identify the individual models.In order
to obtain the general model, h'(k): h(k)- brc and
b'(k): b(k)- bro are first calculatedusing corresponding individual b,o and b2s.Then h'(k) and b'(k)of all the
six experimentsare employed to identify a unique
model.The resultinggeneralmodelis
- 16 - 1) + 0.0364
h'(k)- - 0.3845/(k
x i(k - 9 - 1) + 0.0107i(k- e - 2)
+ 0.02r4i(k- 9 - 3) + 0.0064
x i(k - 9 -4) + 0.007si(k- 9 - 5)
- 9 - 6\ + 0.0240
+ 0.0318,(k
x i(k - 9 - 7) + 0.0406i(k- e - 8)
- 9 - 9) + 0.0120
+ 0.0149t(k
x i(k - 9 - 10)+ 0.022ri(k- 9 - 11)
- 9 - 12)+ 0.0377
+ 0.0175t(k
x i(k - 9 - 13)+ e,(k)a g{i, l, k) + et(k)
- 15 - 1)
b'(k): 4.r71(k- 17)+ 0.3648t(k

- rs - 2)
+ 0.18r9i(k
- 1,5- 3)+ 0.1632
+ 0.1600,(k
x i(k - ls - 4) + 0.0s64i(k- 15 - 5)
+ 0.2r55i(k- 15 - 6) + er(k)
4 gr(i, I, k) + er(k)

v

(e)

where both g1 and 92 are the deterministic functions of
the current, arc length and discrete time, and the
variances of e, and e, are 1.2002 pixelj and 9.1932
pixelj, respectively.
Since practical disturbances of welding conditions
are diflicult to measure, the best a priori description of
@ IMechE 1993
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characteristicsof the processis given by the generalmodel
as shown in equation (9). As the welding process proceeds, the influences of disturbances of welding conditions on the welding process will become apparent.
Thus, the model can be modified based on the observation of the process. It is important, therefore, to obtain
a better modified model from the initial a priori model.
However, in this case, the number of parameters in the
MA model is large and the duration of the process is
short (only 200 sampling instants). Therefore, only a few
key parameters can be identified on-line. Thus, the following model can be proposed using the description of
giU : 1,2):
[nOrl

-- bro * 7s
r(i, l, k)

(10)

t, k)
tattl : b;; * ).2sr(i,

where )", and )", are the gain modification coefficients,
and bro and bro are the base values. During welding, ,i,
and bto U : 1,2) will be identified on-line. By adaption
of the gain modification coeflicients and base values,
this real-time model better incorporates the general
characteristic (described by gt and gr) to h, b which are
encountered during actual welding.
The effectiveness of the real-time model should be
verified through the control performance. It has been
shown by the simulations of predictive control, where
the six typical welding conditions are emulated by the
individual models and the real-time model is utilized by
the controller, that the proposed real-time model is sufficient for this problem (19). In Section 5, this effectiveness will be further demonstrated through the
experiments.
4 ADAPTIVE CONTROL
It can be shown that the controlled process is a nonminimum phase plant with high and variable model
orders, large and variable delays and variable model
parameters. Owing to the short welding duration, only
a few key parameters can be identifled on-line instead of
all the model parameters, orders and delays. Consequently, inexact orders and delays must be addressed.
Thus, conventional adaptive algorithms such as the
generalized minimum variances (GMV) or poleplacement will probably fail if applied to our problem.
For example (22), the GMV performs poorly if the plant
delay varies, even if it is robust with respect to the
assumed model order. Other approaches (23), which
attempt to estimate the delays using operating data,
tend to be complex and lack robustness. Unless special
precautions are taken (22), pole-placement and the
LQG self-tuners are sensitive to the overestimation of
the model order owing to the pole-zero cancellations in
the identifled model. Also, the possibility of applying a
multivariable PID or fuzzy controller has been investigated through simulations. Their performances,in terms
of compromise between the response speed and overshooting, are too poor to be accepted. However, the
generalized predictive control (GPC) presented by
Clarke et al. (22\ has been shown to be capable of effective control of a plant simultaneously with variable
delay, variable order and non-minimum-phase as well
as open-loop unstable properties (22). This algorithm
seemsto be the most promising for this problem.
In the present study, an adaptive predictive
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 207
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ft6 set-point of /r
b6 set-point of b

v
Fig. 8

Adaptive decoupling predictive control of full penetration

decouplingcontrol scheme,utilizing GPC as the essential control strategy,is proposed.Its principle is shown
in Fig. 8. The control systemconsistsof four essential
parts namely, the plant, the estimator, the predictive
control algorithms,and the decouplingelements.In Fig.
8, the plant is the full penetrationprocess(FPP) with
the welding current and arc length as inputs and the
depressionand weld width as outputs. The estimator
identifies on-line the key parameters in the real-time
model which include the base values bis and the gain
modification coeflicientsli (i : l, 2), based on the
input/output data, and feeds the identified results to
predictive control algorithms and the decouplingelements.On basisof the modified model knowledge(that
is the identified b,o and )") and the set-pointsof the
plant, the predictive control-algorithms calculate the
general?edwelding current i and the generali,zedatc
length I which are inputs of the decouplingelements.
finally, in Fig. 8, the decouplingelementscomputethe
welding current i and the arc length /, which are actual
inputs bf tne plant, basedon the modifiedmodel knowledgeand both the generalizedweldingcurrent i and the
geieralizedarc length L ttre details of predictivecontrol
and decouplingalgorithmsare omitted here.
Simulati,onhas beenperformedunder typical welding
conditions which are emulated by the individual
models.It is understoodfrom modellingthat there are
obvious variations within each individual model in
orders,delaysand model parameters.Also, the designof
the control algorithm is based on the generalmodel,
which differs from each individual model. Despite
these differencesor variations, excellent simulation
performancehas been achieved.This shows that the

designedcontrol schemeis robust to all possibletypes
of model mismatching,including order, delay and the
model parameters.
5 EXPERIMENTS
Figure 9 showsa schematicdiagramof the experimental
syJtem.In this system,the manipulator, which carries
the torch and the camera, is driven by three step
motors. Thesestep motors are controlled by the computer through correspondinginterfaces.Thus, the computer can adjust the arc length on-line.Also, there is a
ilosedJoop controller of the welding current in the
welder.The current can be controlledby the computer
through the D/A converter.
Extlnsive experimentshave beenconductedto verify
the effectivenessof the designedsystem.The torch
velocity, samplingperiod, and workpiecematerial and
. size are the same as in modelling experiments.The
angle g of the electrodetip varies in different experiments. These experimentshave shown that the proposedsystemfunctionswell under a rangeof variations
in welding conditions. In this paper, the experiment
under varying heat-transfercondition is discussedas an
example.In this exPeriment,0 : 60".
The varying heat-transfercondition is emulatedby
the geometryof the testpiece(seeFig. 10cand Fig. 11c).
Thelead-on-plate is performed.The rate of argon flow
is 10 litre/min. The closedJoopand open-loopresults
are shownin Figs 10 and 11,respectively.
Becauseof the distancebetweenthe electrodeand the
laserstripe (20 mm), the weld path beginsat f : 10 s in
Fig. 10a.Also, in the frrst 24 s, the control algorithm is

IBM PC/AT t

Amplifier
Decoupling
control

Fullpenetrati()n
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and storing

\Fig. 9 Experimentalsystem
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open-looped. This corresponds to the range I. After this
range, the closed-loop algorithm works. The range II-1
in Fig. 10a is the transient period. Although the initial
weld parameters are poorly selected,the required values
of geometrical parameters arc also acquired by the
closed-loopcontroller in this short period without overshooting. Then the weld geometrical parameters are
well maintained despite the serious variation of heattransfer cqndition (range ll-2). On the other hand, for
the open-loop control, the poor performance has been
@ IMechE 1993

0

under varying heat transfer condition

generated, although the welding parameters have been
well selected. These show that the performance of the
designed system and the control algorithm associated
with the real-time model are acceptable.
6 CONCLUSIONS
A novel approach has been proposed for real-time feedback and control of weld penetration. The threedimensional geometry of the adjacent weld behind the
Proc Instn Mech EngrsYol 207
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pool is first measured during arc welding to provide the
feedback of weld penetration. The real-time model
makes it possible to implement an adaptive control in
the case where a short duration of welding and a large
variation in welding conditions are encountered. The
adaptive decoupling predictive control algorithm provides a robust solution to the problem of control of a
non-minimum-phase plant with variable order and
delay. Extensive experiments have confirmed the effectivenessof the proposed feedback and control strategy.
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